In a paper [5] some of whose results are generalized here, Ca(x) is called (for convenience)
the Riesz integral mean of s(x) of order a. The Laplace transform of s(u) is defined as Theorem A. If (4) L{s(u), t} of (2) exists and tends to s as / -» + 0, then L{ Ca(u), t} of (3) exists as an absolutely convergent integral and tends to s as J->+0.
A variant of Theorem A, which in fact includes Theorem A and is implicit in the proof of that theorem, may be stated thus:
Theorem A'. If /a4-l /.» La{s(u), t\ m-I e-'us(u)Wdu, a > 0, r(« + 1) J o (5) converges absolutely for t > 0, lim La{s(u), t} = 5, then Lo{s(u), t},or the integral which represents L{s(u), t} in (2') , is such that L0{siu), t} converges absolutely for t > 0, lim Z,o{5(«), t} = s.
I-+0
Proof. A proof can be supplied exactly along the lines of either the proof of Lemma 4 in Rajagopal [5, pp. 372-373] or the argument in Szasz [13, p. 260 ]. In the former case, the main steps of the proof are the two following. Writing La{s(u), t} =Lait) for the sake of brevity, we have J00 Laix)
as / -> + 0, and it follows that L0it)^>s since La(t)->s. For further details of the proof the reader may consult [5] , loc. cit. constitute a set of converse theorems for the Cesaro summability of any order a^O of a function, whose Laplace transform or a modification thereof exhibits a "standard" pattern of behaviour as t->+0. A counterpart of Theorem II', with a two-sided Tauberian condition replacing the one-sided condition of Theorem II', is stated as Theorem III' in §5; it has similar corollaries. 
Deduction

35].
Theorem I. Let -£(x) be a positive and continuous function for x>0' such that .£(wx) ~"£(x), m>0, x->co. Let L{siu), t} defined as in (2) be such that (7) L{siu), t} ~ 5*-«.£(r1), a ^ 0, I -+ + 0.
Then it follows, from
r(« + 1) T he following theorem is a consequence of the above.
Theorem I'. If, in Theorem I, (7) is replaced by (9) L{siu),t}^sJZit-1), l-> + 0,
without any other change, the conclusion will be altered to
x->■ 00.
Proof. By Proposition 1, (9) implies that L{s*iu), t} ~ 5r(« + i)r^C(r»), / -»+ o, which is (7) with sa(u) in place of s(u) and 5T(a +1) in place of s.
Also (10) is the same as (8) with sa(u) instead of s(u). Hence, by Theorem I, (9) and (10) lead to the conclusion of Theorem F. It will be noticed that, when -£(x) =1 in Theorem I' and the second alternative of hypothesis (10) of the theorem is chosen, we obtain an analogue, for Cesaro and Laplace transforms of a function s(x), of a theorem of Amnon Amir [l, p. 253, Corollary] for Cesaro and Abel transforms of a sequence {sn}. When J^(x)=l and a = 0, Theorems I and F both reduce to a classical Tauberian theorem.
The case =£(x) =1 of Theorem I' is in the same class as the special forms assumed by Theorem IF of §4 in its corollaries. The theorem which follows evidently supplements Theorem I in the case J^(x) = 1; it reduces to Theorem S when a = 0 and its corollary (which is obvious enough to need no proof) reduces to Proposition 2 when a = 0.
Theorem II. Let L{s(u), t}, defined as in (2), be such that (11) L{s(u), t} ~ str", a ^ 0, / -> + 0.
Also let
x«+V(a + 1) T(a + 1)
In particular, when Ol (1) in (12) is altered to o(l) the above conclusion will be simplified to s (13) s(x) ~-x", x-> oo.
r(« + i)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Corollary II. // L{siu), t} as defined in (2) exists, then necessary and sufficient conditions for (13) to be valid are (11) and (12) with oil) instead of Ol (1).
We can deduce Theorem II as well as the immediately following theorem, due to Hardy and Littlewood [4, Satz l ], from Theorem II' following the latter.
Theorem HL. If L{siu), t} as defined in (2) 
X»+! Jo
In the proof of Theorem II', and in the deduction of Theorems HL and III' from Theorem II', we use the following lemmas besides Theorem A' and the propositions of §2. x J0
From (19) and (22), by an application of Proposition 2 with s(u) replaced by Ci(u), we get at once the conclusion of Theorem II' in the first form: Ci(x)->5, x->oo, and therefore (by Lemma 2) in the second form as well.
In the above proof we have supposed that a>0. When a = 0, (21) follows directly from (17) License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
This corollary with the first alternative of hypothesis (24) can be deduced from Theorem II' (as Theorem A from Theorem A') by taking, in Theorem II', 5a(«) instead of siu) W and using the fact:
(a + 1) j saiu)du = sa+i(x).
J o
The corollary with the second alternative of (24) follows from the corollary with the first alternative of (24). For, as in the deduction of Theorem HL from Theorem II', it can be proved that (6) and the second alternative of (24) together imply the first alternative of (24).
Corollary
II'.2. Corollary II'.1 can be restated with (6) alone changed to (4) .
For, (4) implies (6) by Proposition 1.
Corollaries II'.1 and II'.2 furnish generalizations
of Theorem S and Proposition 3, alternative to Theorems II and HL. These corollaries, with the first alternative of (24), are directly proved in another paper [5] which also gives two of their applications.
Corollary II'.2 with the second alternative of (24) appears elsewhere as a result reached along a different line of argument [5, Theorem T] . It has a classical analogue, for Cesaro and Abel transforms of a sequence {sn}, a proof of which is given by Amnon Amir [l, Theorem 2.5].
Generalization of a theorem supplementary to Szasz's. A theorem supplementary
to Theorem S, with 0x,(l) in the additional condition of Theorem S replaced by 0(1), appears as the case a = 0 of the next theorem which can be deduced from Theorem II'.
Theorem
III'. If, in Theorem II', we assume, instead of (15),
x"+1 J o then the conclusion will be changed to
Ct(x) -> 5, e > 0.
Proof. By Theorem II', Ci(x)->s and so, recalling the first theorem of consistency, we note that it suffices to establish the desired conclusion for 0<e<l.
By (25) and the conclusion of Theorem II' in the second form, we have siu) =0(1). Hence we have simultaneously which is the conclusion sought for 0<e<l. Theorem III' has of course the following corollary taking the place of the two corollaries to Theorem IF. Repeating in part the arguments which prove Corollary III'.2 and using Theorem S (as in [6]), we can show that Corollary III'.2 has a one-sided analogue in which (27) is replaced by the condition that, as n->oo, (28) min (a"+1 + a"+2 +■■■+«.)= 0^(1), an = 0l(1), which includes the special condition, anXn/(X»-X"_i) =0z,(l), whose interesting feature is that it ensures also the relation lim sup sn = s as w-*oo [11, p. 127].
6. Concluding remarks. In one section of a publication already referred to [3, §3.8], results are proved which are substantially the same as the well known case a = 0, "£(x) = l of Theorem I and the case a = 0 of Theorem II and Corollary II, stated here as Theorem S and Proposition 2. The notes on these results [3, p. 104] contain a reference to "generalizations of theorems of this section, where fi<r)[ = L{siu), t} in the present notation with t = a] is assumed to tend to infinity like a logarithmico-exponential function" of 1/cr or 1/t. It will be observed that, while Theorem I is such a generalization, Theorem II and Corollary II are the only hitherto known generalizations (of the kind in question) of Theorem S and Proposition 2, with logarithmico-exponential function (1/J)" and not (i/t)'jZ(i/t).
A few references to papers, not already cited, which prove and apply analogues or generalizations of Theorem S for transforms other than the Laplacian, are added here. The analogue of Theorem S for Cesa.ro and Abel transforms of a sequence and certain applications of the analogue have been given by Szasz himself [10; 12] ; while the analogues of Theorem S, as well as those of Theorems HL and I, for certain other transforms, and their applications, are to be found in Rajagopal [7, 8; 9 ].
